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Projected Growth

Alberta’s Economic Advantage
Economic growth is expected to be 3.7% in 2014, a robust 

outlook that sees Alberta’s economy fi ring on all cylinders. 2014 will 

be the fourth straight year Alberta’s economy performs above 3%, out 

performing Canada and the U.S.

Alberta’s 
strong 
economy 
continues to 
attract large 
numbers of 
new residents.

* Alberta forecasts one of the lowest unemployment rates in the 

country: 4.4% in 2014.

* Average weekly earnings are expected to rise 3.4% in 2014.

* Real consumer spending growth will remain strong at about 4% 
in 2014.

* More than 38,000 housing starts will also contribute to economic 
growth.

* Rebuilding after the southern Alberta fl oods is expected to bolster the 
gross domestic product and employment growth.

* Alberta added an average of 5,700 jobs per month in 2013 
compared with only 2,600 in all other provinces combined. Job gains 
are expected to remain strong with 2.6% employment growth in 2014.
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Alberta’s population is expected to grow by about 100,000 in 
2014 and in 2015.

* Overall, the real value of manufacturing exports is expected to 
increase by about 2% a year between 2014 and 2017. 

* Livestock markets are expected to perform well in 2014, with 
producers benefi tting from lower feed costs and higher live animal prices. 

* The real value of business investment in non-residential 

construction is expected to accelerate to about 3% growth this year 
and average 2.5% over the remainder of the forecast horizon.



  

  

*Fiscal year forecasts

Energy and Economic 
Assumptions - Budget 2014*

WTI Oil Forecast Comparisons - 2014 Calendar Year
West Texas Intermediate (US$/bbl)
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* Alberta’s Budget forecasting model is based on all major 
aspects of economic activity. It is updated with the latest data each 
year and adjusted regularly to capture structural changes and current 
economic trends.

* Alberta’s energy and economic assumptions are based on 
consultations with private sector forecasters. In July and December 
2013, national economic forecasting experts gathered in Alberta to help 
inform Budget 2014 forecasts.

* For both oil and natural gas, government forecasts more closely 
follow the confi dential forecasts - because these are provided by 
companies whose business is the energy industry. 

* The average of confi dential forecasts is $3.69 US$/MMBTU for natural 
gas at Henry Hub. Alberta is using a projection of $3.80 US$/MMBTU 
for the 2014 calendar year.

* The average of all private forecasts for the Canada/U.S. exchange rate 
benchmark is 90.8 US cents per Canadian dollar. Alberta is projecting 
91 US cents per Canadian dollar for the 2014 calendar year.
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Government of Alberta

* Alberta is expected to produce over 2.3 million barrels per 

day of raw bitumen in 2014-15, an increase of 282,000 barrels 
per day over last year.

* The real value of oil exports is expected to expand at an average 
rate of nearly 7% over the next fi ve years.
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